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Nanoscale Biogeocomplexity of the Organomineral Assemblage in Soil: Application of
STXM Microscopy and C 1s-NEXAFS Spectroscopy
James Kinyangi, Dawit Solomon, Biqing Liang, Mirna Lerotic, Sue Wirick, and Johannes Lehmann*
ceptual models are built on evidence collected from
destructive SOM tests, they fail to explicitly provide a
linkage to spatial functionality of C stabilization occurring in microaggregate pore regions. This shortcoming is
attributed in part to the slow advancement of methodological approaches addressing the functional relevance
of SOM (Elliott et al., 1996; Sohi et al., 2001; Wander,
2004). Although progress in scanning electron microscopy
(Mikutta et al., 2004), computer microtomography (Albee
et al., 2000) and X-ray scattering techniques (Amelung
et al., 2002; Leifeld and Kögel-Knabner, 2003) now render
images of internal microaggregate porosities and their
intra-aggregate attributes, the spatial interrelationships
between soil C forms and aggregate stability are still
largely unknown.
Application of microspectroscopy to study the structure of biomaterials (Warwick et al., 1998; Hitchcock
et al., 2002), now affords the opportunity to adapt novel
techniques to investigate nanoscale processes in the C
chemistry and structural assembly of soil aggregates.
Recent attempts by Schmidt et al. (2003) show that
microspectroscopy can be used to capture the microscale variability of SOM in hydrated soil samples dispersed in aqueous media. In an attempt to elucidate the
surface C functional characteristics of 5- to 80-mm size
black carbon (BC) particles, Lehmann et al. (2005)
succeeded to prepare 200-nm thin BC sections for X-ray
microscopy and spectroscopic imaging. In this approach,
a combination of STXM is accomplished in conjunction with NEXAFS to study the nanoscale distribution
of C forms on particle surfaces in soil. Incident photon
energy is increased throughout a C absorption K edge
(280 eV), beyond the ionization threshold (290 eV)
causing excited core electrons to be removed from the
core hole and promoted to a continuum. The excited
phase of the inner-core electron (1s) is characteristic of
the structure of the C molecular bonding and can be correlated to specific C forms (Ade et al., 1992; Stöhr, 1992).
Multiple C 1s electron transitions in the NEXAFS region
(284 eV-290 eV) reveal the presence of C moieties such
as aromatic-C (C5C), aliphatic-C (C–H), carboxyl-C
(COOH), and carbonyl-C (C5O).
Synchrotron STXM and C 1s-NEXAFS are widely
used to resolve nanostructures of polymers (Smith et al.,
2001) and to fingerprint C in biological materials (Lerotic
et al., 2004; Hitchcock et al., 2005), where radiation exposure is controlled to avoid damage to the susceptible
C 5 O bond (Braun et al., 2005). High concentrations of C
(.700 g C kg21) in uniform polymer layered samples
(Ade and Urquhart, 2002) and BC (Lehmann et al., 2005)

ABSTRACT
Methodological constraints limit the extent to which existing soil
aggregation models explain carbon (C) stabilization in soil. We hypothesize that the physical infrastructure of microaggregates plays a major role in determining the chemistry of the occluded C and intimate
associations between particulate C, chemically stabilized C and the soil
mineral matrix. We employed synchrotron-based scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) coupled with near-edge X-ray
absorption fine structure (C 1s-NEXAFS) spectroscopy to investigate
the nanoscale physical assemblage and C chemistry of 150-mm microaggregates from a Kenyan Oxisol. Ultra-thin sections were obtained
after embedding microaggregates in a sulfur block and sectioning
on a cryo-microtome at 255°C. Principal component and cluster analyses revealed four spatially distinct features: pore surfaces, mineral
matter, organic matter, and their mixtures. The occurrence of these
features did not vary between exterior and interior locations; however, the degree of oxidation decreased while the complexity and
occurrence of aliphatic C forms increased from exterior to interior
regions of the microaggregate. At both locations, compositional mapping rendered a nanoscale distribution of oxidized C clogging pores
and coating pore cavities on mineral surface. Hydrophobic organic
matter of aromatic and aliphatic nature, representing particulate C
forms appeared physically occluded in 2- to 5-mm pore spaces. Our
findings demonstrate that organic matter in microaggregates may
be found as either oxidized C associated with mineral surfaces or
aromatic and aliphatic C in particulate form. Using STXM and C
1s-NEXAFS we are for the first time able to resolve the nanoscale
biogeocomplexity of unaltered soil microaggregates.

L

ong-term stabilization of soil organic matter (SOM)
is controlled by structural configurations in the
organomineral assemblage of soil microaggregates
(Tisdall, 1996; Bronick and Lal, 2005). Several processes
combining knowledge of soil parent material, microaggregate structures, and biogenic feedback mechanisms
are suggested to explain the form and function of soil
aggregates as well as the existence of an aggregate hierarchy in soil (Tisdall and Oades, 1982; Oades and
Waters, 1991). Many studies apply model experiments to
evaluate the effects of cultivation on soil aggregation
(Six et al., 2004) and C stabilization in various fractions
of SOM (Guggenberger et al., 1994; Kaiser et al., 2002).
In a review, Blanco-Canqui and Lal (2004), discuss how
the development of such models will facilitate better understanding of C sequestration in soils. Since most con-
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permit NEXAFS data filtering, thereby improving the
signal/noise ratio of the images. Solomon et al. (2005) also
showed that processing extracts through a 2-mm pore
membrane to trap mineral particles enhances C spectral
signal response from humic substances containing 300 to
500 g C kg21. Currently, it is difficult to examine organic
matter in soils that contain minerals and low amounts of
C (5–150 g C kg21) because its micro-scale spatial distribution is highly heterogeneous. In this case, the C 1s
signal response is significantly masked by absorbance interferences from mineral matter. We attempted to use
STXM and C 1s-NEXAFS to investigate C chemical
forms in mineral-pore structures after modifying the data
background correction. In applying STXM and C 1sNEXAFS, our objectives were: (i) to examine structural
features that confer stabilization of C in the microaggregate soil assemblage; and (ii) to determine the spatial
distribution of C chemical functional forms on surfaces
and interior regions of unaltered soil microaggregates.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Site and Soil Sample Background
We obtained soil aggregate material from an agricultural
field located on a heavy textured Oxisol (Soil Survey Staff,
2003) dominated by 1:1 kaolinite clays adjacent to Kakamega
forest (348 579 140E Lat.; 008 149 200N Long.; 1733 m above sea
level) in western Kenya. The site is part of a chronosequence
experiment, investigating the long-term effects of cultivation
agriculture on soil organic matter degradation. The area receives 2080 mm of annual rainfall in a bimodal distribution
with a mean annual temperature of 19.08C. A 1-kg soil sample
from a cultivated maize field that had recently (2001) been converted from natural primary forest was collected from 0.1-m
depth using a core sampler with a diameter of 0.1 m. Before
sampling in June 2003, the site had been tilled for five seasons
and planted to maize (Zea mays L.) and bean (Phaseolus
vulgaris L.) crops. The soil was air-dried, crushed, and passed
through a 2-mm sieve, packed and submitted to the laboratory. Soil properties for the soil sample were: 85.6 g C kg21,
9.8 g N kg21, and 1.9 g S kg21, and pH KCL of 5.3. Other soil
chemical and mineralogical properties for Kakamega forest
are reported in a study by Krull et al. (2002). They characterize
these soils to be dominated by silica, Fe, and Al, with low base
status (Ca, K, and Mg) due to intense weathering and confirmed
the absence of calcite by XRD analysis.

Preparation of Microaggregate Thin Sections
In our previous work (Lehmann et al., 2005), we reported a
procedure for identifying and ultra-sectioning (Ultracut UTC,
Leica Microsystems Inc. Bannockburn, IL, USA) 5- to 80-mm
BC particles embedded in preheated (2208C) and super-cooled
(in liquid N2) elemental sulfur before sample image and
spectroscopic analysis. Several attempts to apply this protocol
to section soil aggregates , 250 mm were unsuccessful, partly
due to the collapse of the crumb structure of soil aggregates
under the pressure of the microtome knife. We modified the
sectioning protocol to include soil aggregate pretreatment.
Specifically, a 1-g soil sample was sieved to pass a 250-mm
screen to obtain microaggregates, then sprinkled on a glass
fiber filter (Whatman GF/A, 47 mm, 1.6 mm opening), mounted
onto a sieve surface and fixed to a chimney funnel that transferred warm mist from a humidifier (Ultra-violet light, Slant/
Fin; 7.5L capacity). The humidifier chamber was filled with
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water dispensed from a Barnstead NanoPure Diamond water
purification system. After 18 h of continuous misting, the microaggregates were considered to be water saturated. Excess
droplets on the glass fiber filter were drained off before freezing microaggregates. A 150-mm microaggregate subsample was
selected, embedded in a sulfur block and submitted to the cryomicrotome for sectioning. Since the pretreatment resulted in a
frozen sample, sectioning was accomplished at 2558C. For a
detailed description of the cryo-microtome features and thin
section sample operations, see Lehmann et al. (2005).
After sectioning, several microaggregate thin slices were
mounted on Cu grids (200 mesh, no 53002, Ladd Research,
Williston, VT, USA) impregnated with silicon monoxide (SiO)
substrate. The grid was mounted onto the center pinhole of
stainless steel sample stage plates (46-mm diam.) with tape to
hold the edge. The microaggregate was secured in the crystalline structure of sulfur that was then sublimed in a vacuum
oven (1 h, 408C, 3.1 MPa), before measurement. Because
specificity of the C chemistry relies on the contrast in absorption between successive features of the sample images, the
section thickness must be controlled to minimize error. To
optimize the signal/noise ratio, Ade et al. (1992) recommend
that C-based material (1 g cm23) be sectioned between 40 and
800 nm thick, whereas Boese (1996) estimate 1 mm to be the
typical thickness of biological samples prepared for spectromicroscopy. In this study, microaggregates were sectioned to
|800-nm thickness. The C content was low (,100 g C kg21
soil) because aggregates also consist of dense mineral matter (.2 g cm23). For comparison, protein density is about
1.35 g cm23 (Boese, 1996).

STXM and C 1s NEXAFS Data Acquisition
Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy and C 1s-NEXAFS spectroscopic measurements were completed at beamline
X1A1 of the National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven
National Laboratory. This light source produces a soft X-ray
beam from the 2.8 GeV electron storage ring, which illuminates a monochromator that is tunable over 250 to 800 eV,
operated in synchrony with the sample z-stage. The z-stage was
adjusted to focus the X-rays through the microaggregate
sample section. Slit openings were set at 25/30/25 mm giving
an energy resolution of 0.1 eV. When combined, the slit settings and zone plate provided scanning spatial resolution of
50 nm. The monochromator energy was increased from 280 to
282.5 eV in 0.3 eV increments (scan time 1 msec), from 282.5 to
292 eV in 0.1 eV steps (scan time 3 msec), and from 292
to 310 eV in 0.3 eV steps (scan time 3 msec). Smaller energy
steps of 0.1 eV were chosen in the spectroscopic regions where
C 1s core electron excitation is indicative of sharp 1s !p*, and
broad 1s, 3p !s* transitions. The scan time was increased
to reduce error and improve recorded data. Single images
were recorded from succeeding photon energy levels and built
into a stack using the program Stack Analyze 2.6.1 (Jacobsen
et al., 2000). Alignment was completed from a constant reference energy level at 280 eV using the cross-correlation matrix,
constrained to a shift limit of 30 pixels, after sobel routine
adjustment for edge enhancement. Further stack image processing software and data analyses instructional manuals can
be accessed on the website at http://xray1.physics.sunysb.edu/
data/software.php.

Principle Component Analyses
We used the program PCA_GUI 1.1.1 (http://xray1.physics.
sunysb.edu/data/software.php) to orthogonalize and noise-filter
data. X-ray image data were separated into three significant
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components (s 5 1, 2, 3) describing the main features in the
microaggregate sample because prior knowledge of such features was unknown. Significant components were determined
based on observations of the eigenvalues, eigenimage, and
eigenspectra (Beauchemin et al., 2002; Lerotic et al., 2004). The
goal was to select components due to systematic variations
of spectral signals from pixel to pixel and to discard random
fluctuations of signal beyond which noise effects will occur. The
eigenspectra of the component would be flat, implying lack of
variation due to chemical speciation (Lerotic et al., 2004). The
eigenimage scaling factor was adjusted between 0.3 and 0.6 to
increase sensitivity only when additional cluster searches did
not control high OD signal responses from pixel classification
of minerals.

Cluster Pixel Classification
In PCA_GUI 1.1.1, we performed cluster analyses to
classify regions in the sample according to spectral similarities
of pixel groupings. Using the intensity values from the background (Io) histogram, a region of high flux indicated by the
brightest surface in the image was selected (PS-Io). Several
iterated runs improved the accuracy of Io region selection
through observing the optical density of the designated Io
surface, adjusted to near 0. Since our sample contained minerals, organic matter, and their mixtures, we found strong
interference on the filtering of spectral signals that could in
part be attributed to ultra-thin regions of optically less dense
mineral flakes that are detached from the assemblage. Such
regions were classified more due to their OD than spectral
characteristics. This resulted in a large pre-edge absorbance
as previously noted by Smith et al. (2001), during their
examination of polymer material with high chloride contents.
Because mineral and pore space pixels occupy the vast majority of the spectral signal search space, pixels due to organic
matter were grouped most distant away from their cluster
centers. This grouping indicated poor classification by the euclidean algorithm, thereby rendering average cluster spectra
that were poorly resolved in definition, whose energy peak
positions were difficult to assign.

Composition Thickness Maps

moved from the analysis. Map elimination was based on dissimilarity in classified pixels obtained from cluster analyses.
The most contrasting cluster pixel groupings were identified
and only these were sought in the composition thickness maps.
While this approach allowed us to decompose the major
themes expressed in the microaggregate assemblage, we caution that multiple functional forms in the C chemistry often
remain embedded in single thematic regions, causing a compositional overlay in the map thickness. Because boundary
regions are indiscrete (Lerotic et al., 2004), we argue that spectral composition areas must always be viewed as spatial
gradations where C forms transition in functional characteristics. During map elimination, care must be taken to retain
such overlay regions because they certainly correspond to
unique C chemical features.
To further interpret structural features in the STXM image
and associated NEXAFS data, a direct linear relationship was
assumed between absorbance in photon energy (OD) and
sample material density (Eq. [1]). When sample section thickness T for a given density r varied in optical depth with respect
to the incident soft X-ray beam, we expected OD in the energy
absorbance to change. We interpreted this change of variation
in the signal response to denote unique sample density characteristics (Koprinarov et al., 2002). We used knowledge of
the conceptual features in the microaggregate assemblage
(Fig. 1), absorbance characteristics (Eq. [1], Eq. [2]), and the
cluster display of all spectra (not shown) to approximate the
OD ranges that correspond to organic matter, minerals, and
their mixtures (Table 1).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
STXM Microscopy
Microaggregate regions showed much variation in
their material density of C and mineral matter. However,
the presence of visible internal mesopore networks permitted transmission of the soft X-ray beam and C density
maps (Fig. 2c and 3c) were inferred from the resulting–
log ratio of the images (Fig. 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b). Optical
densities in the resolved spectral regions for mineral and

Subsequent to principal component and cluster analyses,
singular value decomposition (SVD) was calculated, providing
compositional thickness maps from corresponding fitted data.
Because SVD is computed from matrix inversion procedures
(Koprinarov et al., 2002; Lerotic et al., 2004), it is possible
to derive equivalent thickness maps leading to variation in
sample mineral and C pseudo-thickness. Optical density is a
distinct feature of NEXAFS, which is calculated from the
transmitted X-ray intensities where sample scan images (I) are
normalized from an Io scan event recorded without the sample
(Jacobsen et al., 2000). The Beer-Lambert law is used to quantify absorption (A) where:

A 5 OD 5 m(E)rT 5 2ln(I/IO ),

[1]

with

T 5 OD / m(E)r,

[2]

given that m is a mass absorption coefficient at energy level E,
r is the material density, and T is the sample thickness.
This composition permits construction of thickness maps
(Koprinarov et al., 2002; Lerotic et al., 2004), which represent
cluster spectra of C forms and those that define regions of
mineral and pore spaces. Maps that were uncorrelated with
spatial features and only exhibited random patterns were re-

Fig. 1. Conceptual framework for the interplay between minerals,
organic matter, and pore space determining the C stabilization in
the soil organomineral assemblage.
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Table 1. Relationships between aggregate features, optical densities (OD) and the C compositional expression from spectral signal dominance of the interior and exterior regions of a soil microaggregate.
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C 1s binding energy transition
Feature

OD

Pore space
Organic
Organomineral
Mineral

, 0.5
0.5–1.0
1.0-1.8
. 1.8

p*

C5C

p* C5N

p* C-H

p* COOH

2
11
2
2

2
11
2
2

2
111
111
2

2†
111‡
11
2

s*

C5O

2
11
11
2

Dominant C bond
none (OD near 0)
C5C, C–H, C5O
COOH, C5N, C5O
none (OD near 2.5)

† No detectable C functional form (2).
‡ Carbon functional form less dominant (1), dominant (11) and most dominant (111) in the absorption spectrum.

organomineral matter were elevated, not so much due
to sample physical thickness (T), but rather in response
to variation in the material density (r). Such density heterogeneity is not uncommon in complex biological material (Smith et al., 2001; Hitchcock et al., 2005). By
combining STXM and NEXAFS measurements, we
were able to extract micro variation to map C molecular
composition with high spatial resolutions of up to 50 nm.
In addition, C, mineral and pore assemblage features
were resolved without altering the physical structure of
the microaggregate.

NEXAFS Io Background Correction
We classified spectral regions by varying the ratio of
significant components to cluster search by a factor of 3
to 4 (2/3–2/12 for PS-Io and 2/6–2/18 for CM-Io), where
Io background regions correspond to pore space (PS) or
mineral matter (CM). This search was combined with
cluster composition mapping to investigate variations in
the C chemistry and mineral composition. When PS-Io
was selected for correction, the pixel population was
tightly anchored around clusters of mineral absorbance
that contain OD values . 2.0 (Table 1). Pixels that
represent mixtures of mineral and organic matter were
distinctly clustered further away from clay and separated from pixel clusters of organic matter. Although
pixel clusters of pore space needed to correspond to OD

values near 0, we noticed elevated values particularly
when few cluster regions were sought (Fig. 4b). Lerotic
et al. (2004) have suggested the use of angle rather than
euclidian distance measure algorithm to improve clustering where physical thickness variations interfere with
composition resolution. Because we find both physical
thickness and density variations to be inherent properties of organomineral interactions, an algorithm that suppresses density variations would almost lead to loss in
optical compositional prediction. Instead, we used the
euclidian distance measure approach to classify the microaggregate sample pixel population to capture both
density and C chemical variations that result from organomineral associations.
Given that a slight energy shift in peak position can
mean a complete alteration in the C chemistry (Scheinost
et al., 2001), we sought alternative analyses to correct
for poor peak definition arising from large background
interference by mineral matter. We used a pixel classification that instead designates mineral absorbance regions
of high OD as the Io, without masking expression of
mineral or organomineral pixels. This approach is a modification to cluster data filtering for those biological and
environmental samples that not only contain low C contents, but also include areas where C is occluded in dense
non-C matter. This modification corrects for elevated preedge absorbance and minor variations unrelated to OD,
which improves cluster centering of carbonaceous pixels

Fig. 2. STXM micrographs for an interior aggregate region taken (a) below 281 eV and (b) above 290 eV the carbon absorption edge. Contrast in the C and mineral density is shown in the ratio micrographs (c) calculated from–log [I/Io] where I 5  (281 eV 2 282 eV) and Io 5
 (290.6 eV 2 291.5 eV).
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Fig. 3. STXM micrographs for an exterior aggregate region taken below (a) 281 eV and (b) above 290 eV the carbon absorption edge. Contrast in the C and mineral density is shown in the ratio micrographs (c) calculated from–log [I/Io] where I 5  (281 eV 2 282 eV) and Io 5
 (290.6 eV 2 291.5 eV).

from the spectra search space. Although the OD values
are now reported on a negative Y-axis scale, we interpret
OD related to minerals as less negative (|0) and OD
related to pore space as more negative (|22.5). Following
this revised procedure, we repeated cluster analyses on the
significant components (s 5 2, 3) to test for thematic
contrast of the results. Pixels in the resulting plot of components were anchored near a mineral cluster center with
clear expression of the contrast between organic matter,

Fig. 4. Cluster pixel plots of components 2 and 3 show spectral characteristics of mineral and organic matter, color-coded for each
cluster (color legend on top axis). Yellow color represents mineral
cluster pixels separated from cluster pixels of organic and organomineral complexes by the blue (a) and green (b) clusters of pore
space pixels. Pixel separation with an optical density gradient (axis
component 2), distinguishes C chemical species in the organic or
organomineral matter, and is noticeable only in (a) but not (b) on the
axis component 3.

Fig. 5. Composition thickness maps of the main thematic regions in the
interior of a micro-aggregate. Composition maps show (a) bright
white regions of minerals, (b)organomineral complexes of carboxylic-C forms, (c) organomineral coatings of aromatic, (d) aliphatic-C
forms, and particulate forms of aromatic-aliphatic-C. White arrows
show small nanometer pores in mineral matrix. Grayscale arrows
point at small nanometer pores in organomineral complex.
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organomineral, and pore structures using both the 18
(Fig. 4a-interior) and 12 (Fig. 4b-exterior) classified regions.

Cluster Composition Thickness Maps
In the interior region of the microaggregate we
completed an extensive evaluation of the cluster indices
map (not shown), spectral pixel plots (Fig. 4a), and composition thickness maps (Fig. 5) to establish spatial interrelationships in the structural biogeocomplexity of the
mineral-pore assemblage. Using NEXAFS, this mapping
approach has been shown to reveal protein composition
of sperm cells (Zhang et al., 1996) and spatial variations
of BC oxidation (Lehmann et al., 2005). Compositional
thickness maps displayed bright white regions that were
associated with distinct and significant fitted spectra. In
Fig. 5a, we observe variable nanoscale pore constrictions
(.500 nm) and 2- to 5-mm large pore voids in dense mineral assemblage, stabilized by patchy occurrences of particulate or mineral-bound organic matter in both open
and closed orifices. The exterior region of the microaggregate was explored across a much wider area (96 mm2),
providing a contiguous surface in the spatial connectivity
of the aggregate from the outside pore region to the interior. The visible structures in the mineral-pore network
and the location of mineral and organic matter are already
revealed from 12 clusters (Fig. 4b) and these appear
similar in their overall geometry to the interior regions of
the microaggregate.

Spatial Distribution of Carbon Forms Inferred
from Cluster Pixel Classification
C 1s-NEXAFS spectroscopy identified nano variability in mineral and C chemical composition of the mineralpore assemblage. Gradations of the spectra in the C
absorption region were captured by components s 5 2, 3
after excluding s 5 1 representing only average sample
spectral characteristics and rejecting s 5 4, when pixel to
pixel signals were uncorrelated. From the cluster spectra
we were able to distinguish organic matter bound to minerals along cavities, precipitating stable C assemblages
which form mineral complexes that are separated by pore
connectivity. The STXM images of the C density maps
consistently revealed that the brightest image regions,
which corresponded to the strongest C absorption signal
(Lawrence et al., 2003), occurred within or along pore
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cavities but not between mineral layers such as may occur
in marine environments (Ransom et al., 1997; Mayer et al.,
2004). Four dominant thematic features in the microaggregate section were expressed as: (i) minerals, (ii) organomineral assemblages of predominantly oxidized C
forms, (iii) particulate organic matter of aromatic, amide,
aliphatic, carboxyl and carbonyl type C, and (iv) complex
surface and internal pore networks (Fig. 5 and 6).

Organic Matter and Mineral Assemblage
Structurally, microaggregates were dominated by
mineral matter. The mineral domain was displayed as a
compact matrix consisting of sections that vary in optical
density, whose spectral signal in the energy absorbance
was |2.5 (Fig. 5a and 6a). We observed mineral flakes that
were loosely attached on the broken edges of more
compact mineral matter. These assemblages of minerals
appeared to bind to the organic matter that covered the
compact mineral matter (Fig. 5c) providing early evidence
for microaggregate formation in nanostructures. Such
nano-aggregates may evolve into large agglomerates,
forming the primary constituents that confer aggregation
to highly weathered soils. According to Denef and Six
(2005), this process leads to abiotic aggregate formation
and reformation. Because the section of soil material is
from an Oxisol, we further hypothesize that such nanoaggregation is likely initially mediated by abiotic-cationic
mineral bonding (Kaiser et al., 2002). Evolving aggregates
are then stabilized through geochemical controls such as
wetting and drying cycles (Park and Smucker, 2005), salt
mobility (Sollins et al., 1996), and pH charge dependence
(Bronick and Lal, 2005), or geological time exposure
(Trumbore, 1993).
Amelung et al. (2002) have examined a 50-nm depth
region on soil surface particles using XPS and found
organic matter to be concentrated at the particle surface.
At the 50-nm depth, these authors possibly only measured organic matter bound on the surface as microfilms,
excluding organic matter that is sequestered in surface
breaking pores or localized by clogging internal connecting pores. Mikutta et al. (2004) reported a “pore-clogging”
effect of AlOOH by dissolved organic C and Zimmerman
et al. (2004) found large protein macromolecules to be
excluded from the mineral surfaces through a “porefilling” mechanism in marine sediments. Our findings

Fig. 6. Composition thickness maps of the main thematic regions at the exterior of a micro-aggregate. Composition maps show (a) bright white
regions of minerals, (b) organomineral complexes of carboxylic-C forms, and (c) organomineral coatings of aromatic, carboxylic-C forms. Black
arrows show small nanometer pores in mineral matrix. Black arrows point at small nanometer pores in organomineral complex.
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support observations of organic matter stabilization on
surface microfilms and in pore structures of the organomineral assemblage (Fig. 5b, 5c, 5d, 6b, and 6c).

Carbon Chemical Forms in Microaggregates
C 1s-NEXAFS spectra exhibited multiple peaks in
the fine structure of the K-edge absorption region indicating the presence of multiple organic C functional
moieties in the mineral-pore structures. Dominant C
chemical forms visible in these nanostructures showed
absorbance near 285.0, 286.0, 286.6, 287.3, 288.6, and
289.5eV energy regions. Their peak positions are designated 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, following spectra assignments
published by past NEXAFS studies on known biomaterials (Table 2). Two peaks that appeared to be significant shifts in the absorbance energy attributed to
aromatic-C and carbonyl-C, occurred near 286.0 and
289.7 eV. No transitions were recorded in the 284.3 eV
region of low energy absorbance from saturated quinone type C. Organic matter in the interior region is most
complex and required a large cluster search (18) to effectively classify C chemical composition regions (Fig. 4a). In
contrast, no C chemical difference in the functional form
was observed across spatial regions in the exterior region
(Fig. 4b). The main C functional forms resolved in both
sections can be summarized as:
1. Aromatic-C: protonated, alkylated, hydroxylated and
amide substituted aromatic C (284.0 eV–287.1 eV):
According to Table 2, the resonance at energy level 2,
near 285.0 eV represents 1s!p* C 5 C of aromatic
C (Boyce et al., 2002; Schäfer et al., 2003, Lehmann
et al., 2005). Organic matter in pores inside the
aggregate had a strong absorbance due to presence
of phenyl rings and may indicate the existence of
aromatic protein macromolecules (Brandes et al.,
2004; Hitchcock et al., 2005). The peak intensity of
aromatic-C declined significantly when organic matter was bound to minerals suggesting a transformation that oxidized C5C to COOH forms. Organic
matter in exterior regions of the aggregate showed
a weak 1s!p* C5C and no 1s!p* C–H indicating depleted aromatic-C and nearly no aliphatic-C
forms. Carbon forms appearing at energy level 3
(Fig. 7f and 8f) suggest excitations due to 1s!p*
C5N from N substitution in the phenyl ring (Ade
and Urquhart, 2002; Brandes et al., 2004; Hitchcock

et al., 2005). This functional form undergoes hydrolysis-reduction reactions to precipitate acidic COOH
and basic NH2 groups. In a study of 20 amino acids
commonly occurring in soil biological material,
Kaznacheyev et al. (2002) show that C5N bond
structures are only found in histidine, (C5C) and
arginine (no C5C). Although the C5N resonance
occurs in the 286.0 to 286.5 eVenergy region (Boese,
1996; Ade and Urquhart, 2002; Flynn et al., 2003),
often overlapping with assignment to R-OH, work
by Scheinost et al. (2001) suggests that the 1s!p*
transition near 286.1 is not resonance from aromatic
C bonded to OH. This resonance may instead originate from unsaturated aromatic-C (Lehmann et al.,
2005) or C5O substituted aromatic-C (Cody et al.,
1998). Flynn et al. (2003), who studied the C composition of interplanetary dust alluded to the ambiguity in this peak resonance arguing that both C5N
and R–OH bonds are feasible assignments. We therefore recommend further experiments at the N 1s Kedge to fingerprint the C5N bond structures because
organic matter in soil aggregates contains high N contents (9.8 g N kg21 soil). Phenolic-C forms at energy
level 4 were assigned 1s!p* C5C transitions of hydroxylated-C on the phenyl ring (Braun et al., 2005;
Solomon et al., 2005). The absence of resonance due
to phenols (286.6 eV-287.1 eV) and quinone type-C
(284.0 eV) may point to evidence for lack of plant derived C from lignin degradation (Solomon et al., 2005).
2. Aliphatic-C (287.3 eV-287.6 eV) A pronounced resonance around 287.3 eV was assigned to 1s!p*
transitions of C–H and appeared in the image of
the interior regions of the aggregate (Fig. 7g and
7h). The presence of resonances in the aliphatic-C
chain structure together with oxidized carboxyl
and carbonyl-C suggested the occurrence of C
forms in phospholipid fatty acids or chitin (Solomon
et al., 2005) that may be residues from particulate C.
The 1s!p* transition near 287.3 eV is also due to
aliphatic-C of CH, CH2, and CH3 groups that may
form non-polar termini that confer hydrophobic
properties. Further experimentation is required to
understand how nonpolarity establishes mineral
coating of aromatic-aliphatic structures noticeable
in Fig. 5c. Schreiber et al. (2000) attributed hydrophobicity in alkyl-thiol-based monolayers to the
effect of phospholipid bilayers which in themselves

Table 2. Photon energy (eV) peak resonance assignment for organic C functional forms obtained from near edge absorption fine structure
(NEXAFS) spectroscopy.
Peak regions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Photon energy

Carbon functional group forms†

References

284.3
284.9–285.5
286.0–286.5
286.5–287.1
287.3–287.6
287.7–288.8
289.3–289.8
289.8–290.0

Quinone-C, protonated aromatic-C
Alkylated to carbonyl-substituted aromatic-C
Unsaturated aromatic-C, C–N and C 5 N of N substitution in phenyl ring
Phenolic O–H, ketone O–C–O
Aliphatic C–H
Carboxyl-C, split features of C–C, C–H or COOH
Carbonyl-C, alcohol-C ether linkage R–O–R
Unassigned but probably organic C–O with traces of inorganic C–O

a, b, d, e i
a, b c, g, h
a, d, e
c, d, e, f, h
a, b, i
a, c, e, g, i
d, e, f, i
a

† Peak assignments for C 1s NEXAFS according to: a) Brandes et al. (2004); b) Braun et al. (2005); c) Cody et al. (1998); d) Hitchcock et al. (2005);
e) Lehmann et al. (2005); f) Scheinost et al. (2001); g) Schäfer et al. (2003); h) Smith et al. (2001); and i) Solomon et al. (2005).
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Fig. 7. Spectral signatures of the composition thickness maps of the interior area shown in Fig. 5, with both (a, b, c, and d) uncorrected PS-Io and (e,
f, g, and h) CM-Io corrected spectra. Spectra (a) and (e) refer to mineral and pore space signatures, respectively. Spectra b and c show elevated
optical density as a result of absorbance by mineral matter. Residual errors for the fitted spectra e, f, g, and h are shown with their root variance, s.

are primary constituents of biological membranes
(Benzerara et al., 2004). Therefore, we postulate
particulate organic matter exhibiting 1s!p* C5C
and 1s!p* C–H to in part, indicate structures and
debris of re-synthesized C possibly of microbial
membranes, tissue and residues.
3. Carboxyl-C (287.7 eV-288.8 eV): The strong
absorption band near 288.6 eV was assigned to a
1s!p* COOH transition of carboxylic-C (Cody
et al., 1998; Boyce et al., 2002; Schäfer et al., 2003;
Lehmann et al., 2005). The characteristic carboxyl
phenyl ring manifested a 0.3 eV energy shift on the
C=O bond, down to 288.3 eV, which indicates the
presence of carboxyamides (Lawrence et al., 2003;
Benzerara et al., 2004; Brandes et al., 2004). Carbon chemical forms dominated by oxidized C are
characterized by polar carboxyl-C absorption near
288.6 eV representing aliphatic rather than aro-

matic acids (Kaznacheyev et al., 2002). The peaks
in both sections were broad signifying the presence
of both amide and polysaccharide carboxyl-C
(Benzerara et al., 2004). Oxidized organic matter
interacted as a discontinuous thin film-type layer
through binding in pore cavity regions on the mineral surface (Fig. 5b and 6c). Transmission electron microscopy has shown the existence of monolayers to explain the binding of natural organic
matter to clay surfaces in marine sediments (Ransom
et al., 1997) but further examination (Brandes et al.,
2004; Mayer et al., 2004) now highlights a preferential and patchy location of organic matter in the
mineral-pore complex. Our findings partly agree
with Brandes et al. (2004) and Mayer et al. (2004),
supporting observations for a patchy occurrence
of organic matter on minerals. In addition to patchy
location, we also observed a thin film of organic
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Fig. 8. Spectral signatures of the composition thickness maps of the exterior area shown in Fig. 6, with both (a, b and c) uncorrected PS-Io and (d, e
and f) CM-Io corrected spectra. Spectra (a) and (d) refer to mineral and pore space signatures, respectively. Spectra (b), (c), (e), and (f) show
elevated optical density as a result of absorbance by mineral matter. Residual errors for the fitted spectra (d), (e), and (f) are shown with their root
variance, s.

coating but not uniform monolayers, confirming
that organic matter in soil microaggregates may
be stabilized as patchy thin films on surfaces. The
functional properties of protonated-deprotonated
(COOH/COO2) carboxyl termini visible in the spectrum of both regions (Fig. 7f, 8e, and 8f) indicates oxidative degradation under acidic conditions.
Orientation in C binding, common to self-assembled
layers, involving hydroxyl–OH and alkyl–CH groups
may confer hydrophilic and hydrophobic termini
(Schreiber et al., 2000), causing organic matter to
either coat surfaces (Fig. 5c), or clog mineral pores
(Fig. 6b).
4. Carbonyl-C (289.3 eV–289.6 eV): The sharp
absorption band near 289.5 eV corresponds to
the 1s!3p, s* of C=O groups (Cody et al., 1998;
Flynn et al., 2003) primarily representing polysaccharides, some aliphatic ethers and alcohol-C
(Boyce et al., 2002; Scheinost et al., 2001). There
was a visible shift to higher energy absorption
resulting in 1s!s* excitation of C5O (289.8 eV)
specifically for organic matter clogging mineral
pores or coating pore cavities. This peak shift maybe due to the inductive effect of 2 oxygen atoms
adjacent to the carbonyl group (Boese et al., 1997;
Smith et al., 2001), whose charge environment
shows a band of O-substituted sp3-hybridized C
(Boyce et al., 2002) close to the ionization threshold
(290 eV). The presence of the 1s!s* C5O can be
used to distinguish between protein-nucleic acid
C5O and polysaccharide C–O in carboxylic groups
of organic matter (Benzerara et al., 2004). We
therefore find the occurrence of aromatic, aliphatic,
and acidic carboxyl functional groups to provide
evidence that microaggregates may be stabilized by
protein (C5C, C5N, C5O), lipid (C–H, COOH),
and polysaccharide (C–H, C–OH) organomineral
complexes of organic matter in soil.

Implications for Modeling Soil Organic
Matter Dynamics
Having examined the nanoscale spatial attributes of
the C chemistry in microaggregates, we offer comments
that may help to improve current models that describe
interrelationships among the structural components in
aggregate formation-deformation dynamics: i) there is
merit to resolve preference for organic matter binding
mainly to pore cavities where current models assume
dominance of organic matter-mineral mixing in the organomineral complex; ii) we need to further investigate
the relationship between clay contents and pore geometry with respect to C chemical adsorption and microbial access where models draw correlations between
organic matter and soil texture as protective capacities;
and iii) there is need to elucidate the affinity of polar
hydrophilic COOH to complex with minerals while particulate non-polar aromatic and aliphatic-C structures
are not complexed but rather coated by minerals, leading to geophysical occlusion of C.

CONCLUSIONS
Using STXM and C 1s-NEXAFS, we were able to
visualize for the first time, an undisturbed intact
microaggregate assembly and to resolve C functional
forms at spatial resolutions that have not been feasible
up to now with established methodological approaches.
We have observed oxidized carboxyl-C to coat the mineral surface or clog pores. Hydrophobic aromatic and
aliphatic-C was confined between mineral assemblages
exhibiting encrustation or geophysical occlusion in 2- to
5-mm pore spaces. The chemical form of mineralassociated organic matter appeared to be significantly
altered between exterior and interior regions. Organic
matter in exterior regions was highly processed; containing more carboxyl-C relative to aromatic-C. Organic matter in interior regions was more complex and contained
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significant amounts of aromatic and aliphatic-C. In this
study, it is evident that the role of chemical adsorption for
C stabilization in microaggregates of soils dominated
by 1:1 clay minerals may be diminished due to organic
matter retention in pores. Mineral surface flaking was
noticeable in pore regions and the scale of primary
particle intimacy for nano-aggregate formation-deformation is below the current scales of 20- to 250-mm postulated in many of the existing aggregation models. These
findings provide only the first insights into C stabilization
processes occurring in mineral-pore assemblages. Further
STXM and NEXAFS studies incorporating N and O Kedge experiments are necessary to gain a complete
understanding of the biogeocomplexity of soil microaggregates and their role in global C cycling.
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